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I

Argument about whether in any significant sense we can derive an ought from an is has been persistent and intractable.¹ Fifteen to twenty years ago it was orthodoxy in analytical philosophical circles to claim that for all their other differences Hume and Moore were right in agreeing that in no significant sense can we derive an ought from an is.² At present there is no orthodoxy or even anything


² My remark that in “no significant sense can a categorical ought be derived from an is” requires explanation. As Prior, Shorter, Black, and Mavrodes have shown, there are a number of trivial derivations of an ought from an is, though not all of these writers have recognized fully their triviality. Prior, for example, is correct in maintaining that sometimes ethical conclusions follow from a consistent set of premises all of which are nonethical. The following is a valid argument of the form P therefore either P or Q: Skating is common in Canada. Therefore either skating is common in
like a dominant view and, given our current understanding of how language works and our understanding of moral and ideological discourse, we could not possibly reasonably remain content with old orthodoxies or take the question to be as straightforward as it was often thought to be.

I shall argue that nevertheless there is something essentially right in the old view derived from Hume. We cannot, I shall argue, derive a fundamental and categorical moral norm from analytic premises and pure statements of fact. However, I shall also argue that this is not as undermining and destructive to the rationality and objectivity of morals as it sometimes has been thought. Only in conjunction with some other tendentious theses about the nature of morality is there, soberly understood, a threat to the rationality and objectivity of morality in an acceptance that in the crucial sense or senses there is no deriving an ought from an is.

In an attempt to elicit what is involved here, I want first to indicate how someone might reasonably be led to a belief in the impossibility of deriving an ought from an is. By initially fleetingly touching on some arguments of a much neglected Swedish philosopher, Alex Hägerström (a kind of Scandinavian A. J. Ayer), I shall show how reflection on the differences between facts and norms and reflection on the difficulties involved in any attempt to establish either the truth or falsity of fundamental moral claims can, quite naturally, incline one to an essentially Humean view about the is and the ought and the place of reason in ethics.3


There are, Hägerström points out, absurdities that no one will inquire into, if he has the slightest sense what he is asking, e.g., “Is gold just or unjust?” or “How high is up?”4 But, Hägerström argues, as Wittgenstein did later, the history of human thought—including philosophy—abounds with equally nonsensical questions, only they are sometimes “deep nonsense” because their nonsensicality is such that it is hidden, often for very good psychological reasons, in the way we use our language and in the way we are quite naturally inclined to reflectively view our language. Hägerström thinks just this is true about the question: can moral judgments be true or false?

This, Hägerström argues, is an ersatz question parading as a genuine question, though it takes a keen understanding both of human psychology and the nature of moral discourse to come to see that this is so. Hägerström puts the general question he will ask concerning moral propositions as follows:

Just as gold is neither just nor unjust, so it may be that obligation or moral right is of such character that one can say neither that it actually holds nor that it does not hold for a certain mode of acting. It may be, therefore, that when we conceive a certain action as objectively right and another as objectively wrong, we combine with rightness and wrongness a concept which is altogether foreign to them. In such a case the question of the truth of moral propositions would be absurd. If, regarded in and of themselves, they do not at all represent anything as true, nor say anything at all about this or that's actually being such or such, it would be meaningless to ask about their truth.5

But why should we assume that “objective rightness” is a contradiction or meaningless and that “an objectively true moral statement” is meaningless? (Note that if “an objectively true moral statement” is meaningless so is “an objectively false moral statement.”) Why should we believe that this is so? Hägerström (like Westermarck) answers that in considering what it is that we have an obligation to do or what it is that we ought to do we can find no objective, authoritative norm-establishing or norm-conferring reality. In trying to find an objective ground for moral beliefs we search for a normative reality, an authoritative reality, that would categorically bind us to act in a certain way,
independently of the wishes or desires we in fact happen to have or indeed even would have on reflection. But we do not find such a reality. In fact we find the more we examine such matters that we do not even have an intelligible conception of what it could mean to assert that there is such a normative reality or that values or norms have cosmic, and thus objective, significance. In reality all we find are emotions, attitudes, conations, and/or social demands resulting (for the most part) from social stimulation. We find no ought or goodness in the world. As Hägerström put it himself: “Existence and value signify something entirely different. Therefore value cannot be included within existence. A moral authority or norm, as a reality which is good in itself, is, objectively regarded, something absurd.”

What we have are feelings—indeed powerful driving feelings—that we ought to do so-and-so or that such-and-such is right, but there is ascribable to actions or events themselves no objective property rightness in virtue of which we could establish quite independently of our affections, that so-and-so either is or isn't the right thing to do. Our emotional involvement with moral considerations—considerations crucial to our sense of being human beings—frequently masks this truth from us. But, as Hägerström puts it:

If we stand as cold observers before ourselves, that is, in reality interested not in what is observed but only in the investigation of what is observed, what can we discover? We recognize, in the midst of a manifold or other phenomena, a feeling of duty in connection with a judgment of value and a direct interest in a certain action. But all this yields nothing more than a certain kind of psychological event. That the action ought to be done is not at all a part of what we can discover. The keenest analysis of what is present reveals no such thing. Or in a similar way we investigate a certain action. We can establish that the action arouses the strongest appetite or the strongest desire or that it leads to my well-being or that of another. We can discover—let us feign the possibility—that it is commanded by a god or an unobservable being. But every attempt to draw out of the situation the conclusion that it is actually in the highest degree of value to undertake the action is doomed to failure. No obligation or supreme value can be discovered in such a way, for if we are standing indifferently before ourselves and our actions, only observing, we can only establish factual situations. But in the fact that something is, it can never be implied that it ought to be. That something is better than something else is meaningless for the indifferent observer. For him nothing is better or worse.

---

6 Ibid., p. 87.
7 Ibid., pp. 88–89.
II

It might be thought that Hägerström's account is clearly faulted, for it is tied in with and thus compromised by the vicissitudes of emotivism and non-cognitivism, and it is by now no longer news that such accounts are radically mistaken. Moral terms, as distinct from plainly and paradigmatically emotive terms such as 'blasted', are not necessarily emotion or attitude expressing or evoking; moral utterances stand in relations of contradiction and entailment while expressions of emotion do not; by treating any causally effective reason as a good reason for doing something, emotive accounts collapse the distinction between getting someone to do something and justifying the doing of whatever it is that is being proposed. Moreover, we cannot—as the emotivists believe we can—clearly distinguish between the evaluative and descriptive uses of terms such that we can, either for terms or whole utterances, clearly distinguish that descriptive bit (component) and the evaluative bit (component) and claim that it is the evaluative component—the attitude expressing and evoking part—that is crucial in making a judgment a moral judgment; finally it is crucial to recognize that attitudes and beliefs are not so clearly distinguishable and separable as non-cognitivists would have it, for an attitude, as something which can be adopted, chosen, abandoned, criticized, or corrected, involves (and necessarily so) beliefs so that all attitudes are belief-laden. These and other considerations undermine emotivism and non-cognitivism so that many will believe we have no good reasons for accepting Hägerström's "no-truth-in-morals-thesis."

No doubt the last word on these meta-ethical issues has not been uttered, but all that aside, the core of what I have elicited from Hägerström is not tied up with these vicissitudes of non-cognitivism.

---

The no-truth-in-morals-thesis is indeed tied up with what broadly conceived should be called an empiricist epistemology and methodology and with the belief that value and existence belong to different categories and that one cannot in any interesting sense derive—that is deduce—an ought from an is. And here I think a good case can be made for a position bearing at least a family resemblance to Hägerström's, and I should like here to go some of the way toward doing it.

The controversy over deriving an ought from an is is a very tangled one. Traditions emanating from Price, Hume, and Kant have contended that no such derivation is possible; by contrast Hegelians, Marx, and orthodox Marxists have thought such a derivation was possible as did the pragmatists strongly influenced by John Dewey. When I first studied moral philosophy, Anglo-American analytical philosophers, powerfully under the influence of Moore and the non-cognitivists, gave us to understand that there was no greater virtue in a moral philosopher than not to commit the naturalistic fallacy and that, as Hare put it, any attempt to derive ought from an is was a form of circle-squaring. However, with the breaking up of old rigidities about how language functions, principally through the influence of Wittgenstein but through the work of Austin as well, able philosophers solidly in the analytical tradition, such as Foot, Melden, MacIntyre, Black, Mavrodes, and Searle have challenged what they took to be a non-naturalist dogma and sought to show that such a derivation can be carried out. (I shall, therefore, sometimes refer

---


to them as derivationists and to their non-naturalist opponents as non-derivationists.) Searle in particular made a determined effort, finally with the background argument of a full-fledged theory of language, to carry out such a derivation. But criticism of his effort was very probing indeed, and I think the fairest thing to say is that his particular effort is stalemated. Similar things can be said of Foot's, Melden's, and MacIntyre's efforts. Many would accept Foot's own reappraisal that it has not been shown, as Hare believes, that such a project is in principle impossible, but neither has Searle nor anyone else shown that we can derive an ought from an is. Critics of Searle, for example, argue that he has not shown that unproblematic, normatively neutral statements of fact entail moral claims or moral judgments. He has not succeeded in providing us with any conjunction of purely factual and analytic premises which entail a moral conclusion. Critics, including such a sympathetic critic as Foot, have responded that his alleged analytic premise "One ought to fulfill one's obligations" is not in fact analytic but is rather itself a normative claim, that some of his allegedly pure factual premises are covertly evaluative, that even his conclusion—supposedly normative—is not actually normative, and that he has not achieved a logical connection as strong as that of an entailment.

Yet, Searle, in spite of those and other criticisms, has held his ground and critical opinion is divided as to how much he has accomplished. However, it does seem safe to say that the institutional facts that Searle appeals to are not the normatively neutral facts which would enable one to bridge the fact-value gap, for they are already themselves in part evaluative. Thus, if we try to go from Jones promised to pay Smith five dollars to Jones ought, ceteris paribus, to pay Smith five dollars, we are forgetting that in the logic of the case it need not be true that everyone or even every rational person need so value the institution of promise-keeping. Jones, if he has a certain set of values, need not deny that he owed Smith five dollars, but, holding the institution of promise-keeping in lower esteem than most people do, he might consider it a humanly desirable

---

task to weaken it, and thus he could, without any inconsistency at all, not draw the conclusion that he ought to pay Smith the five dollars. If, in turn, it is responded that the ceteris paribus saves Searle in such a situation, then it should be responded that whether in such a context things are or are not equal is itself a substantive normative matter and cannot be resolved simply by knowing what the non-normative facts are.

Searle seeks to show that the so-called is/ought question is not the, or even a, fundamental question of moral philosophy in the way it has been taken to be. Instead, once it is properly understood, it will be seen to be a fairly trivial problem in the philosophy of language. Alison Jagger in an important paper has powerfully argued that this is not so but that the resolution of the is/ought problem is tied in with the resolution of a cluster of central issues in moral philosophy and requires, as well, a careful consideration of the actual role of moral discourse in our lives.\(^{15}\)

However, Searle is not alone in trying to defuse this issue by showing its triviality. Stephen Toulmin does the same thing with the Wittgensteinian sensitivity to context Jagger recommends, and Peter Singer, in an unfortunately neglected article, also tries, from a different perspective, to show the triviality of the dispute.\(^{16}\) I shall in the next section examine Singer’s article, for it seems to me that it unwittingly achieves just the opposite effect and, if its implications are thought through, it brings us back to Hägerström and his no-truth-no-derivation theses. To establish against someone like Hägerström that it can be determined over some fundamental issue what, through and through and everything considered, should be done simply by reference to some normatively neutral matters of fact, independently of the attitudes and commitments of the people involved, would indeed be a major breakthrough in moral theorizing. But it is just that—or so I shall argue—that has not been done and Singer’s deflationary article in reality goes some of the way to showing why that is so and why no such derivation of an ought from an is is possible.

---


Singer, in a healthy and understandable desire to get on with normative ethical issues and normative ethical theorizing, wishes to exhibit the triviality of the debate over two issues that, until recently, have dominated moral philosophy, to wit the issue of the relation of the ought to the is and the definition of morality. The two questions are intimately related, for some definitions of morality allow us, in a certain way at least, though a way which I shall argue is misleading, to move from statements of fact to moral judgments and others do not. It is thus not unreasonable to believe that there is no resolving whether an ought can be derived from an is independently of deciding how morality and the moral point of view is properly to be characterized.

Given a spectrum of more or less plausible conceptions of morality, Singer characterizes two conceptions on either end of the spectrum and shows that while they take very different positions about the is and ought that nothing substantive and non-terminological turns on these differences. He then goes on to show that for some selected positions at other places on the spectrum the same thing obtains. The two “extremes” are stated in simplified form but bear a reasonable resemblance to the positions classically articulated, on the one hand, by D. H. Monro in his Empiricism and Ethics and, on the other, by Kurt Baier in his The Moral Point of View. The Monro-like account is labelled by Singer neutralism (form-and-content neutralism) and the Baier-like position, in deference to Hare, is called descriptivism. Neutralism does not build in any content or form constraints, such as a reference to interests or universalizability, in its characterization of what can count as a moral principle, claim, or consideration. A moral claim or principle can have any content whatsoever. Moreover, on this neutralist account, as distinct from Kant’s or Hare’s, there are no formal requirements like being such as could be willed as a universal law or being acceptable to an impartial observer or being approved by a rational agent on reflection. For a neutralist, a person’s moral principles are the principles, whatever they may be, which that person takes to be overriding. On this conception even egoism is not ruled out as a possible moral position, for, as long as the egoistic principle or maxim is overriding for the agent committed to it, it counts as his fundamental moral standard. And this, for the neutralist, is true of any principle or maxim no matter what its content. An anthropologist, if he held such a concep-
tion of morality, would find out what a tribe's moral principles are simply in finding out what principles are overriding for them.

On such a conception of morality, there is a very close logical connection between our moral principles and our actions. We cannot, on such an account, knowingly and rationally fail to act on our moral principles, for whatever is overriding for us is of necessity a key element in our morality. Whatever their content a person's fundamental moral principles are those principles which are overriding for him. A failure to act in accordance with those overriding principles would on such an account be a rational failing on his part. For the neutralist, the question "Why be moral?" plainly cannot arise, for there can be no gap between recognizing that something is in accord with one's moral principles and one's rational decision to do that action.17 Yet, vis-à-vis the is/ought question, it is the case that whatever facts are pointed to in trying to convince someone holding such a position that he ought to do a certain thing, it remains the case that he can consistently always deny that moral conclusions follow from these facts. Even if it is pointed out to the neutralist at time T2 that at time T1 his overriding principles were XYZ, that fact does not logically entail that at time T2, or at any other time, he should act in accordance with them. It is logically possible on such a conception of morality, that anything with any content or form could be his overriding principles and thus no factual statements, expressive of any determinant factual content, can entail that he should act in a certain way, for it is always at least logically possible for him to adopt overriding principles which do not follow from them and thus it is always possible for him consistently to accept the factual statements and assert moral principles that are incompatible with them. And this will be so no matter what the facts are. So, while there is a close connection between moral principles and action on a neutralist account, there is no deriving these principles from facts. There is no discovery of what in truth we ought to do from discovering the facts. There seems on such an account of morality to be no way of establishing the truth of moral utterances and Hägerström's no-truth-thesis and no-derivability-thesis with its radical distinction between value and existence seems vindicated.18

17 Singer, p. 52.
18 It might be argued that neutralism is actually not so independent of empirical challenge. Suppose a neutralist N claims that X Y and Z are his
Do things fare better on descriptivist accounts of morality? Superficially they do, but appearances here are deceiving. For a descriptivist a principle can only be a moral principle if it satisfies certain criteria of both form and content. To take one simplified brand of descriptivism as an illustration: a principle is only a moral principle when it, either directly or indirectly, serves to further human happiness and lessen human suffering. A principle, which was unrelated to happiness and suffering could not be a moral principle. Another form of descriptivism would be the claim that a principle to be a moral principle must be related to or answer to human interests.

Now if we accept such an account of morality, including, of course, a more sophisticated account of the same sort, we can indeed derive certain moral conclusions from certain putative statements of fact. If it is a fact that XY and Z will promote human happiness and reduce human suffering then it follows, given that account of morality, that *ceteris paribus* XY and Z ought to be done. Moreover, we can establish the truth of certain moral conclusions, to wit that it is true that X ought to be done, if X, more than any alternative, brings about more happiness and less suffering. Or, on the other descriptivist account, it is true that X is good, if X answers to human interests and whether X answers to human interests is a verifiable factual statement. (If that isn't a pleonasm.)

However, as is usual in philosophy, there is a rub—indeed there are several rubs. I shall consider only two. The first rub, by now one frequently noted and frequently argued about, is occasioned by the problem, in effect noted by Moore and returned to by Stevenson and Hare, that such definitions persuasively define morality and, overriding principles and that in fact he does indeed honestly believe them to be so. But further suppose that a perceptive anthropologist or social psychologist shows N that, given N's actual behavior, he, N, is deluded in thinking X Y and Z are his overriding principles, for his behavior shows convincingly that, his verbalizations and conscious attitudes to the contrary notwithstanding, A B and C are his overriding principles. Surely this would show N that he was mistaken in his belief as to what were his overriding principles, but it would not enable him to derive what he ought to do from the empirical facts, for it would remain the case that in deciding what he ought to do simply knowing the facts that the anthropologist or social scientist unearthed would not enable him to deduce what (after that awareness had sunk in) his overriding principles are or to deduce what are to be his overriding principles.

19 Singer, p. 58.
indeed, in these persuasive definitions evaluative notions are already incorporated into the definitions such that the definitions themselves are not normatively neutral so that (to take an example) we are not going from the neutral analytic premise that to take the moral point of view is to be committed to doing XYZ, together with the statement of fact that XYZ obtains, to the moral conclusion that we should do XYZ.\textsuperscript{20} We cannot make this move, for the so-called analytic premise is not analytic at all, and, as Moore shows, by his open-question argument, wherever we characterize XYZ in terms of some purely factual or empirical content, we can always ask, without making any verbal mistake, whether XYZ is good. There is no verbal mistake in asking whether “Furthering human happiness is good or desirable?” It is not like asking whether “Furthering human happiness is furthering human happiness?” Similarly we can, without making any purely verbal mistake, ask whether “What answers to interests is good?” or whether “We ought to do what answers to interests?” The short of this old point is, that it at least appears to be the case that such descriptivist definitions of morality are not evaluatively or normatively neutral; what they in reality do is to give voice to evaluative conceptions themselves. Thus we remain, after all, on the ought side of the is/ought gap.\textsuperscript{21}

Even if there is some way around this, there is another rub—a rub noted by Singer—which, when duly noted, seems at least to dash any hope of ever being able to deduce what through and through we ought to do from a knowledge of the non-moral facts. We can unearth what is at issue in the following way. Unlike the neutralist account, the descriptivist account does not provide a logical tie between moral principles and action. Moral principles on such an account are not necessarily overriding. “We are not,” as Singer well puts it, “free to form our own moral opinion about what is and what is not a moral principle; but we are free to refuse to concern ourselves about moral principles.”\textsuperscript{22} The why-be-moral-question, on such an account of morality, can be coherently raised and a man need not be acting


\textsuperscript{22} Singer, p. 53.
irrationally if he fails to do what, on such a conception of morality, moral principles dictate. The man who is more interested in art and the development of culture than the furtherance of human happiness and the avoidance of human suffering need not be acting irrationally if he does not act in accordance with what even he takes to be the dictates of morality, for on his account, moral principles are not of conceptual necessity overriding principles. The same is true of the man who cares about nothing but himself. His egoism is not his morality but it doesn’t follow from that that in living in accordance with such an egoistic life-policy, he must be acting irrationally. “The descriptivist cannot tie morality to action, as the neutralist did, because he has tied it to form and content. So morality may become irrelevant to the practical problem of what to do.”

On the descriptivist account, there may no longer be an is/ought gap, but there still is something very like it—a something which made for Hume, Hägerström, Ayer, and Hare, what they took to be the is/ought gap, a problem in the first place, namely a fact/action, reason/action, reason-commitment gap. That is, it will not be the case, that there are any morally neutral facts (cold facts) about some proposed course of action which are such that where these are the facts in the case, for any rational person, quite independently of what his sentiments may be, it entails that he or she try to carry out that action. Where fundamental principles of action and life policies are concerned, there is nothing, through and through, and everything considered, that the cold facts and human rationality (neutrally conceived) dictate that we must do such that if we do not, we will be acting irrationally and ignoring the truth, i.e., what are the facts in the case.

Recall that Hägerström contended that it is a mistake to believe that moral principles are principles of the type such that they are true or false in such a manner that any neutral observer, through and and

---

23 Ibid.
24 I am inclined to think that the absurdity of such a Humean conclusion gives us good grounds for not construing “rationality” neutrally, as it typically is in the analytical tradition. If, alternatively, we enrich our conception of rationality, after the fashion of the Frankfurt school, we still will not have derived an ought from an is, for our enriched, and I would judge more adequate, conception of rationality is not normatively neutral. See Kai Nielsen, “Distrusting Reason,” *Ethics* 87 (October 1976): 49–60 and “Can There Be An Emancipatory Rationality?” *Critica* 8 (December 1976): 79–102.
through rational, and acquainted with and non-evasive about the facts, must accept them or rightly be accused of irrationality or intellectual or factual error. There is no such impersonal truth to moral claims; and this—or so it seems—is but one way of saying that they are not principles which can in any proper sense be said to be true or even false at all. That is to say, the no-truth-thesis and the rationale behind it is grounded in the realization that fact and norm, existence and value, and the is and the ought belong to different categories. People engaging in the activities they vaguely label are doing radically different things with thoroughly different rationales.

Values, Dewey to the contrary notwithstanding, are not a distinctive kind of empirical fact and, Moore to the contrary notwithstanding, they are also not a distinctive kind of “non-natural fact.” It is this that Hägerström wanted to bring out and, as I read him, Hume as well, and it is this that is important behind the claim that one cannot derive an ought from an is. It leads us to see, against objectivists from Plato to Rawls, that reason and a thorough knowledge of the facts and of theory will not, by themselves, enable us to know what we are to do and what kind of life and styles of acting are required of us or are through and through, and everything considered, desirable. If we could derive an ought from an is in the way that Hume, Hägerström, and Hare deny that we can, we would also be able to refute the no-truth-thesis and set out an objective foundation for morality. Singer’s analysis is in effect one further argument to show that this cannot be done and that in essence Hume, Hägerström, and Hare are right.

To come to such a conclusion is not, as Singer thought, to establish the triviality of the is/ought debate, but to show—or go some way toward showing—that the non-derivationists are right and that a gap exists between fact and action, reason and acting, and reason and commitment, such that our picture of the foundations of morality is very different than it would be if this were not so.

A descriptivism with any other form and content would have the same type problems about the is/ought and reason/action gap. It would not help to combine neutralism and descriptivism and say that a principle is a moral principle only if it answers to interests and is overriding. For someone could still intelligibly ask, in a way comparable to asking “Why be moral?” “Why take as overriding those principles which answer to human interests?” He might not care about the interests of others. The fact that some principles answered to interests and would not be classified as moral principles unless
they were overriding would not rationally settle for him the question of his taking principles with such a content as overriding.

Things are not essentially changed if we turn to in-between positions on the spectrum of positions between neutralism and descriptivism. Hare’s position, for example, is neutralist in content but committed, through his appeal to the universalizability principle, to a certain determinate form. On his account at least certain forms of egoism are ruled out as possible moral positions, but while this position, like neutralism, pure and simple, appears at least to preserve the tie between action and morality, it does not preserve the tie between fact and morality. For Hare moral principles by definition are prescriptive and universalizable; prescriptivity preserves the tie between commitment and action, but universalizability limits formally what principles can count as moral principles. So there are some principles, or at least conceptions, on which people might act which are not moral principles. We must, on Hare’s account, be able to prescribe universally what we morally commit ourselves to or it will not count as a moral commitment. But this provides only a psychological barrier to certain acts, for universalizability itself places no constraints on what we can prescribe universally. If what Hare calls the fanatic is willing to universally prescribe things that will harm him, then he cannot, on Hare’s own account, be shown to be mistaken if he consistently does this. Any generalizable principle can be prescribed and, as with neutralism, it is very unclear if anything at all can be ruled out as wrong on those grounds. That few people are willing to starve to death for an ideal does not prove that we can show that such an ideal is not universalizable or show that it follows that we have proved, from purely factual and analytical premises, that it is wrong.

Moreover, on Hare’s account, even the tie between morality and action is not sustainable, as it is on a purely neutralistic position. Suppose a man has as his overriding principle or policy of action something which is non-universalizable. Hare can consistently say that such a person has no moral principles but that does not settle the issue about whether he is acting rationally or doing what, everything considered, he should do if he acts on such a non-universalizable “principle” of action. (Suppose he is an individual egoist, and remember

---

not all “shoulds” are moral shoulds.) He might, on such an account, as on a descriptivist account, opt out of acting on moral principles and not be any the less rational for all of that.

It is not clear what other kind of “middle” position we could give, but if it has any content at all built into its conception of what morality is, it seems that the question can be coherently raised: “Why act on principles with such a content?” If it is just a fact that morality requires ABC, it always seems possible, as Moore in effect realized, where ABC is characterized in non-normative terms, to ask coherently why do ABC? If in turn A or B or C is itself partially characterized in normative or evaluative terms, then we are not in fact going from fact to value. In either event, we have an is/ought gap. If, on the other hand, the position is still some contentless conception of morality, it remains totally unclear in what way it could cross the fact/value gap, for it never gets on the fact side of the matter in the first place. And again, like any Kantian ethic, it is compatible with any substantive position whatsoever.

No definition of morality can bridge the gap between facts and action. Even if Searle manages to give us a paradigmatic promising case where, if such an institution is judged desirable, then it does follow, under such and such circumstances, that one ought, ceteris paribus, to pay what one promised to pay, such a derivation does not commit one to any action. It does not give us a counter-example to the claims of Hume and Kant and, in our time, of Hägerström, Moore, Ayer, and Hare, that no statements, recording even the sum of value-neutral facts and their analytic auxiliaries, entail some categorical statement asserting what, everything considered, we are to do. It is that claim that defenders of the gap between the is and the ought were concerned to make and it is that claim, which seems to me still to be intact.

IV

This could be accepted for those cases—perhaps fewer than we are wont to realize—where there is a clear distinction between fact and value, and still it could be retorted that the picture of the Great Divide given by the non-derivationists is thoroughly unrealistic.\footnote{26 Kurt Baier, “Decisions and Descriptions,” \textit{Mind} 60 (April 1951): 181–204.}
There are many concepts, centrally used in moral reasoning and reflection, and many utterances similarly so employed, which are hardly classifiable as “purely factual” or “purely normative” and concerning which we cannot by careful analysis break up into their “factual bit” and “normative bit.” This general line of argumentation has been powerfully urged by Charles Taylor, Richard Norman, and Bernard Williams. I shall set out, and then comment on, something of Bernard Williams’s way of conducting the case, for he succinctly makes the central points.

Williams argues that to stress that we cannot derive “evaluative principles with ‘oughts’ in them” from pure statements of fact “distracts attention from, regards as secondary the enormous numbers of concepts which we ourselves use, and other societies use, and people in the past have always used, which have got an evaluative force of a certain kind—that is, their deployment has something to say for or against acting in certain ways, or suggests an attitude for or against certain courses of action and persons and so on.” These concepts are usually not culturally invariant and they are not divisible into “ought” bits and “is” bits or analyzable into descriptive and evaluative components. Williams’s examples are owing someone money, promising, being cowardly, being sentimental, being treacherous, it’s one’s job to, saving face, or losing face. These are concepts which, when used in normal linguistic environments, have evaluative implications and some of them, like losing face for the Japanese, have very strong evaluative implications. If we try to characterize or paraphrase terms expressive of these concepts in purely neutral descriptive and factual terms and then add that these terms are as well, but in a way that is independent of their connotations or cognitive meaning, pro and con attitude expressing terms or something of that sort, we leave out, as Williams puts it, the fact that without


28 Williams, p. 137.
the human interests these concepts respond to, we wouldn't have these concepts at all: there wouldn't be such concepts to have any connotation. In that way these interests are partially, but still irreducibly and unavoidably, constitutive of these concepts. There is no capturing what these concepts are about in purely "cold fact" terms and then saying that in addition such concepts usually have a certain evaluative force but that, while remaining about the same realities, they might come to have a quite different evaluative or normative force. Consider—to take just one example—"treacherous" in sentences such as "He is very treacherous." We have here the notion of someone who will betray a trust, who is traitorous or disloyal or perfidious, who is deceptive and who cannot be relied upon. Terms such as "traitorous", "disloyal", "deceptive", or "perfidious" have at least as strong an evaluative force as "treacherous", but, particularly with such terms as "deceptive" or "betray a trust", there are stretches of identifiable behavior which, if they occur, count as cases of "betraying a trust" or "deception," though it is another thing to say they are definitive of it or constitute it. In this way such terms and through them 'treacherous' come to have a factual content. Yet, the meaning of these terms is not characterizable just in terms of these bits of behavior or more of the same behavior plus a con-attitude on the part of the user of these terms. To talk in these terms (e.g., of treachery and of betrayal of trust) is to see the world—in a "seeing-as-sense"—in a certain way, a way people who do not have these concepts would not, and indeed could not, "see the world." Nor could they simply "read off" these concepts from noting that behavior. Without certain interests there would be no such concepts though, reciprocally, without such concepts there would be no such interests. The concepts treacherous, being in debt, and promising, as distinct from that of being poisonous, are concepts which pick out certain social or institutional facts, facts whose very reality or existence depends on the concepts in question. The facts involved are facts about social institutions who owe their very existence to certain pervasive human interests, institutions which are "notoriously, both effect and cause of human desires." But it remains the case, Williams reminds us, "that a social fact is still a fact." But it is a special kind of fact, a fact constituted by certain concepts and human interests. And this is an important distinction to draw, for the point about concepts like saving face or one's job or property or stealing or a debt is

29 See Norman's, Taylor's, and Nielsen's essays cited in n. 27.
that the development of these concepts is intimately bound up with an entire set of institutions. The proposal to get rid of the evaluative force of one or another of these concepts is not a proposal for a kind of logical reform about what words we use to describe the world, nor, merely, how we are to comment on what is the case. Rather this would be a proposal "to change our entire view of our social relations." Different types of social science—Marxist economics or sociology and bourgeois economics or sociology—will, with differing interests and different conceptions, have different paradigmatic conceptions as to what constitutes social reality, and these conceptions are tied to different world-pictures. This makes the problem of their assessment rather tricky for what will or will not count as a fact—an institutional fact—which in turn might be used in a normal evidential way, is, in part at least, a product of the relevant systematically embedded concepts and interests (valuations). But this, by a quantum leap, complicates the problem of establishing truth or testing theories in such domains. Moreover, while à la Searle, Foot, or Melden, certain ought statements may be derivable from statements of institutional fact, these statements of institutional fact are themselves not on the "purely is" or "purely factual" side of the at least putative is/ought gap, for they have an irreducible and non-isolable normative component. Moreover, it is not even clear that they ever entail moral

---


31 Someone with a metaethical position like that of Hägerström, Ayer, or Hare might well respond by arguing that the claims made in the language of institutional facts can be transmogrified into a neutral purely empirical language of "cold facts." But it is just this that cannot be done, as Williams, Norman, and Taylor have powerfully argued. A recognition that many of our key concepts—concepts linked with questions about our societal existence and the human sciences—are an inextricable fact/value mishmash (a) does not resolve the is/ought deduction question and (b) it might—and I believe would—suggest that the is/ought question is not as important as it has traditionally been thought to be, for there are all sorts of issues, involving normative argument, where the derivation question does not naturally arise. It will, in turn, be responded, that there remain more fundamental and more abstract moral evaluations where there is no such mishmash and where there is no derivation of these moral conceptions from factual ones. To determine how important this observation is, and how trivial or non-trivial non-derivationist claims are, involves the tricky job of perspicuously displaying the connections between the abstract moral appraisals and the more specific appraisals involving concepts which are a fact/value mishmash.
claims—ought claims—of a sufficiently fundamental categorical nature to be genuine propositions clearly on the ought side.

We have a cluster of statements, importantly relevant to morality, which are not realistically classifiable as either purely factual statements—what W. D. Falk calls statements of “cold fact”—or purely moral propositions (e.g., “You ought to love your enemies” or “You should treat people with more consideration”).32 Non-derivationists have neglected them and failed to see their importance in giving us a picture of the world in which we distinctively place “cold facts” and so place as well—or indeed even have the possibility of coherently making—more explicit purely moral judgments. Nonetheless a recognition of this complexity does not refute non-derivationists, such as Hume, Hägerström, and Hare, who argue that there is no deriving a categorical moral ought or a judgment of intrinsic value from purely factual (“cold fact”) statements.

What needs to be recognized is that the line between where we have a factual disagreement and an evaluative disagreement is much less sharp than the traditional non-derivationist picture gave us to understand (Moore, Hägerström, Ayer, and Hare are paradigms here), that many moral concepts (e.g., treacherous, class enemy) are not as distinctly moral as the concepts typically discussed in traditional moral theory (good, right, ought, duty) and that these less distinctly moral concepts are, as Williams puts it, “tied up with the sorts of concepts we use to describe human nature, the sorts of human characteristics we find interesting, important, significant.” All this is worthy of note and a proper dwelling on it will provide additional support in our struggle to get out of the shadow of Moore and find significant new directions in moral philosophy and in our coming to understand that social science cannot be normatively neutral. Still there is nothing here to refute or even undermine the positions of Hume, Hägerström, or Moore about the is and the ought. The considerations raised do not show us how it will be possible to derive an ought from an is—a fundamental categorical moral proposition from purely factual statements—or establish the truth or justifiability of fundamental moral propositions.

We need, in seeing the force of a position like that of Hume's or Hägerström's, to see a little more fully what is being claimed. In talking about facts which do not entail value judgments, we are talking about those value-neutral characteristics of objects or situations which are true of the objects or situations and which hold, independently of the affective significance of those objects or of that situation, for us or indeed for anyone. In that way, as W. D. Falk has well put it, the facts may not be hard but they are cold, for they are that which is empirically or scientifically ascertainable and they are that which characterizes the object or situation short of its affective significance. We do, of course, say of certain situations or things that they are good or bad or that they ought not to obtain. But what is said about these things or situations when such words are used does not further qualify the thing or situation in question, making still more determinate its factual specification. Instead it supervenes on it. If I say, "Southern Africa is beginning to revolt" and then add that "That's as it should be," my "That's as it should be," unlike my "beginning to revolt" does not further specify what is happening in Southern Africa, but, in Hume's terms, expresses an entirely new relation or affirmation, to wit, that by way of a correct view of what is happening there, it will occasion a favorable response in a human reviewer. (Query: what is the criterion for a correct view?) Reason, that is, sense-observation and reasoning, enables us to ascertain the facts in the case: it "adds to our knowledge of the world, of objects, states of affairs, characters, actions."\(^33\) But evaluating, grading, appraising, assessing, aesthetically and morally judging are very different activities than such knowledge or information yielding activities. Further they are what is involved when in being confronted with things as they are, we, taking the objects or situation as known, respond to them. In such evaluation and appraising activities, we are concerned about "the dynamics between things as they are and ourselves."\(^34\) We are concerned with their affective relevance or significance for us. Without an understanding of the facts in the case, we could not make such assessments, but such assessments are not further recordings or specifications of the factual situation. Co-


\(^{34}\) Ibid.
herently to make the claim that revolution in Southern Africa would be a good thing, we must know some plain, cold facts about Southern Africa. But its being a good thing is not just another fact about Southern Africa, but is, as Falk well puts it, "a supervenient and descriptively supernumerary conclusion from the cold facts in another order of discourse." Evaluative concepts, as both Hume and Moore see, are fact-dependent and fact-supervenient concepts and in being such they are quite distinct from factual concepts. But Hume, unlike Moore, saw that all judgments of value and all normative judgments rest on: (a) an understanding of what the objective or situation we are concerned with is like and (b) on our affective responsiveness to such an understanding of what it is like. The value of something, though it holds by reason of the facts, is not provable by them or derivable from any description or further specification of the facts. We cannot, as both Hume and Hägerström stress, simply observe or demonstrate the value of something: rather value is discerned by critical and reflective taste: that is, by reflecting on, taking to heart, and patiently, intelligently, and dispassionately responding to, objects and situations, where we are in extensive possession of the facts concerning them.

For Hägerström, and perhaps for Hume, there is a gap between fact and norm, because moral judgments cannot be derived from reason, i.e., we cannot demonstrate their truth or verify their truth. But for all that, they need not be wanton, for, while not derivable from reason, they must be made, to count as justified moral or evaluative judgments, impartially and fully in the light of reason, i.e., with full awareness of and a reflective reviewing of the facts in the case.

So when we fully take to heart and reflect on what evaluating and judging are—what kind of activities they are—and how very different these activities are from the activities of describing, informing, or simply neutrally and indifferently characterizing, it is plain enough why it is impossible to derive an ought from an is or identify value and existence, but it should also be equally evident why matters of fact—considerations about what is the case—must always be essential for any due and reflective appraisal or judgment concerning what ought to be the case or ought to be done.

VI

Someone might still respond—reviving the dialectic of the argument about the is and the ought once again—that if the above is a tolerably correct picture of the scope of reason in morals, it does not go far enough to meet our reflective expectations, for it remains the case that there might be agreement about the facts—the “cold facts”—and disagreement about what to do even when the disputants involved are people who conscientiously and dispassionately and indeed without intellectual error reviewed the facts, and took them to heart, in the way morality requires. Reason, on such an account, does not have the authority to say, to a reflective rational agent conversant with the facts, that if such and such occurs or obtains or is the correct purely factual characterization of the situation—if these are the cold facts—then, no matter what your affective response, such and such must be done. And supporting this, it could be further remarked, that we have, Hume and Falk to the contrary notwithstanding, no criteria for what is a correct or proper appreciation of the facts when we have gone without evasion through the procedures Hume and Falk recommend. The procedures of review could be carried out to the full and without evasion or any blinking from the facts and there still could be disagreement about what to do: the affective responses need not be the same. If this obtains we do not have any way of knowing, at least on their account of knowing, who is making the correct or proper response. In fact on such an account the very notion of a proper or correct response in such a situation seems at least to have no application. But then it is at least tempting to conclude that there is no essential advance here over a Stevensonian conception of a disagreement in attitude not rooted in disagreement in belief. Our expectations about the relationship between value and existence, norm and fact, have led us to hope that just the opposite obtains: that, even over the ends of life—over some of the most fundamental human choices—so our expectations mythologize, if the facts are such and such, there just are some things we must—categorically must—do on pain of irrationality. But, if we

36 The subtle and sustained attempt by Philippa Foot to treat moral claims as a distinctive sort of hypothetical imperative is of importance in this context. Philippa Foot, “Morality as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives,” Philosophical Review 81 (July 1972): 305–16; id., “Morality
follow out carefully the dialectic of the argument over morals, that understandable expectation or at least hope seems at least to be dashed. It appears to be a confused human reification.

This claim is of such a vast scope and, if sensible, is at least so seemingly portentous in its implications that we should be careful and try at least to assure that we have followed out correctly the dialectic of the argument. Perhaps the Humean-Hägerströmian-Russellian ballast has somehow ill tilted us. Surely, it will be said, one of the things we have failed to do—concentrating on deducibility and entailment as we have—is to consider seriously the possibility of logically sound non-deductive arguments from purely factual premises to moral conclusions. In that way, as Toulmin and Edwards among others have amply shown, we do readily and easily pass from fact to value, from the is to the ought. From the fact that the wires are high voltage we conclude that we ought to keep away, from the fact that the water is polluted we conclude that we ought not to drink it, from the fact that the knife is sharp we conclude that we ought to be careful and, more generally, from the fact that something will harm people we conclude that we ought not to do it. Perhaps, as Toulmin argues in *The Uses of Argument*, the analytical ideal of entailments is a spurious norm of cogent reasoning.

Moving from the above recognition of how easily we do pass from the is to the ought, it might be argued that if people want to do anything at all (have particular aims and goals that they want to achieve) and they are capable of consistent thought and action, then there are certain things they must want, certain things they must value. It isn't that here we are going back on our Humean-

---


Hägerströmian contentions about the non-derivability of categorical norms from statements of fact, but that we are recognizing the propriety of another pattern of reasoning. That is, when we make hypothetical value judgments, we can ascertain whether they are true or false by an appeal to the empirical facts. It is sometimes the case that if a certain factual situation obtains, then it follows that a certain hypothetical value judgment is true. It is perfectly correct to argue that if you want to do a certain thing and if you are going to be consistent and achieve your goal, then you must do whatever is indispensable to achieving that goal. If something is valued by us, then we ought to value, though not necessarily in the same way, whatever is indispensable to our achieving the thing we value. And what is or is not necessary to achieving what we value is an empirical question: something which will be determined by the cold facts.

Rawls, for example, powerfully argues that there are certain things—certain primary natural and social goods as he calls them—that we must want if we want or value anything at all. For, unless they are had, we could not achieve the other things we want. This is a question which is doubly factual: whether that is so (whether there are any such things) and what things, specifically, if any, are so necessary. But, it is tempting to argue, if both answers are “yes”—and whether they are or not is a factual issue—then, if certain facts obtain, it follows that certain things should be valued, if anything is valued at all and people want to achieve what they value. The primary social goods Rawls appeals to will illustrate this: they are rights and liberties, opportunities and powers, income and wealth (a share in the common stock of means), and self-respect. Putting aside self-respect, which is more complicated, and not confusing wealth with the desire to be wealthy but taking it simply as the desire to have some of the available stock of means, Rawls's claim is that, as a matter of fact, if you do not have these things in any measure at all, you will not be able to realize your plans (whatever they are). Without some liberty, we could hardly carry out any of our plans, get anything we want, so liberty must be a good for us. Similarly without rights and powers our chances to gain what we value is considerably lessened, so these must be goods for us. Rights are also similarly strategic. And people must have some of the stock of means to achieve the things they

---

want—to realize their intentions—so those things too must be regarded as good by human beings, must be things they ought to have. In our culture, this means having some income and wealth. These are conditions which are necessary for human beings to act.

Yet, tempting or not, it is a mistake to argue in this way, if it is thought that such argument will support derivationism. For it is not the case that the truth of any of these factual assertions will guarantee that anyone who understands them must assent to a certain normative conclusion. Hägerström’s unmoved spectator of the actual would not have to so commit himself or indeed commit himself at all. But, if Rawls has identified, as he at least seems to, some of the conditions necessary (presumably factually necessary) for human beings, with any aims or desires at all, successfully to act in the world, then Rawls will have identified some of the conditions any human being will have good reason to want if he (she) wants anything at all. If the facts are as Rawls describes them, it follows for such people—people with desires and people who can be and desire to be rational, i.e., desire to take the means necessary to achieve their ends—that they ought to desire the having of those goods Rawls calls the primary social goods if what they desire for its own sake is indeed desirable. But this last Moorean caveat is necessary and supports the non-derivationist.40 We cannot identify what is desirable with what is desired for its own sake. Only on the assumption that what is so desired is desirable do certain factual statements entail certain normative commitments for people with certain natures who desire the continuance and stability of their natures. It is, of course, true that in fact people do have these natures and most likely, in the broad sense relevant to the issue to which we are speaking, they will want to remain basically as they are. But this does not show that we can get a categorical ought from an is, derive what is desirable from what is pervasively desired.

The non-derivationist will still respond: (a) that these primary social goods are instrumental goods and not intrinsic goods or something we ought categorically to value and (b) that there is nothing in logic or in the facts in the case that can require people to have such goods.

---

natures, and if people had different natures, very different wants or no wants at all, they would not have to conclude that such things are primary goods which they ought—indeed must—have for their human flourishing. If it turned out that certain people did not care if their wants were endlessly and pervasively frustrated, then it would have not been established that it is the case that they would have good reasons for desiring such primary goods. Moreover, without knowing that these wants are things they ought to want or are desirable, they cannot conclude that they must, to be rational, regard such alleged primary goods to be the things they ought to have.

The derivationist could in turn respond that now the non-derivationist has taken him to a desert island. Certain facts would perhaps not establish certain values for Martians but for people anything recognizably like we know them they would. People could not be rational and not care about whether their desires were pervasively frustrated and, that conceptual point aside, people are not like that, for they (generally speaking) do want to satisfy their desires and thus—a point the above non-derivationist argument neglects—they do need to have these primary goods to achieve whatever else they want. So, if they are rational, and want anything at all, then they will want these primary goods. But again, it should be responded, their wanting x does not in itself make x desirable or something they ought to have, though it may make it, ceteris paribus, desirable.

The dialectic of the argument between the derivationist and the non-derivationist seems to have landed us in the following position: the non-derivationist is right in claiming that there are no cold facts, including facts about human nature or about what people want, sufficient to force a consistent unmoved but through and through rational spectator of the actual to make any normative commitments or take any moral posture whatsoever, but for rational people—agents, not pure spectators—with a human nature recognizably like people as we know them and committed to trying to achieve what they most overridingly desire, certain facts do indeed require certain normative commitments. Meaning by “rational” in “rational person,” a person who will take the means necessary to achieve his

41 It may be that this very supposition is incoherent, for if P did not care about X, then X could not be said to be something that P pervasively wanted. Yet I think there is a reading of the above sentence in which it is not incoherent.
or her most prized ends, a rational person must (among other things)—the facts being what they are—desire liberty, opportunities, and the possession of rights. So, relative to our human nature and most fundamental commitments, certain facts—“cold facts” if you will—do determine values, but for some pure, affectless intelligence (if such there be) or for some being with totally different emotions this might not be so. So Hume and Hägerström are right sans phrase: no facts determine values. But, given the above background, such a conceptual point does not, after all, seem to be very important. There is, in a certain way and with the above qualification, the possibility of founding morality on the nature of man and, pace Moore, the basis for establishing by analysis systematic connections between values and the nature of man and the world, while still preserving the insight, common to Hume, Hägerström, and Moore, that (a) value and fact, norm and existence, and the is and the ought are all distinct and (b) the further insight that no categorical moral statements can be derived from the cold facts, including the facts of human nature, or shown to be true or false in the way semantic theory can provide truth conditions for “The cup is on the dish” or “Most Swedes are Lutherans.”
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